Persian care information. This is meant to be a guide only.
1. Clean eyes twice a day with eye wipes and/ or eye envy- U tube has eye cleaning instructions
for Persians. I get my eye wipes from TJ Max or Marshall’s. They are much cheaper than pet
stores. Just make sure that the wipes are specifically for eyes!

2. Put a couple lubricant eye drops in to eyes 1-2 times a day. If you have an infected eye, take
your kitty to the vet immediately. Persians can get infections and corneal abrasions very easily
due to their face structure and eyes the protrude. Tobramycin ophthalmic drops are commonly
prescribed.

3. I spray lightly with a detangler spray and comb for 10-15 minutes a day.

4. Bath every 1-2 weeks.
My kittens start getting baths the first week they are born. Most are used to it but some can still
be obstinate. Just be firm, gentle and soothing to the kitten. Rough hand can result is a very
difficult adult to bath if they become over scared.
5. For older cats, not kittens, My vet prescribes Gabapentin 100 mg the night before the bath
and and hour before the bath in the morning for difficult kitties that just can’t tolerate baths. This
will really relax the kitty for you, making the process much easier for both of you. I don’t give it
the night before but I do give it just before the bath. You may need to use the full protocol
however.
6. Always Comb really well and get out all tangles and knots before bathing!.
Never just chop off a fur knot with scissors! The skin is often pulled up within the knot. You can
cut a very large hole in the skin causing a bad wound. If this happens, go straight to your vet to
have the wound cleaned and stitches.
7. You can get either a pricier greyhound stainless steel comb from brands such as Chris
Christianson or a moderate priced Teflon coated comb for around ten dollars on amazon. Paw
Brothers Greyhound Style True Teflon Fine/Coarse Comb. I prefer higher end combs because I
show cats and they don’t pull fur out as you comb. The Teflon comb is great on human hair too!
8. Then pretreat to get stains out with Jarob pre cleaner.
This is used if you are showing your kitty or you just want to destain the coat.

9. Then in order of the pictures below I wash —this can all be bought on amazon.
(You can also abbreviate the bath to just Dawn and Filthy Animal shampoo
or Dawn and Premier shampoo)
10. -Dawn dish detergent , just a quarter size amount mixed with water to degrease the coat.

11. Shampoo with Kelco filthy animal, this is really great for getting dirt and stinky smell off of
animals. I use it full strength but it is fine to dilute. Rinse out suds

12. Shampoo with Premier shampoo. It smells nice

13. Rinse well. Then put 1-2 teaspoons of the Premier conditioner into a full sink of water. The
amount depends on the cat’s coat. Mix it well and soak the Kitty in it up to his shoulders. Soak
for 2-5 minutes. This is called floating the coat when you are treating the coat indirectly.

14. Lastly, rinse and rinse and rinse with lots of water. Get all of the coat squeaky clean.
15. Towel dry the coat for 10 minutes.
16. Then use a detangler spray all over the coat very gently comb lightly thru.

17. Blow dry coat. On high velocity and low heat. Preferably at room temperature. Never high
heat. Even be careful with medium heat. You can burn your cat with heat and also over heat
your kitty.
18. I use a 4 horse power dryer to get the cats dry as fast as possible. U tube has some good
bathing and grooming tips specifically for Persians.
19. While the kitty is wrapped up with towels, I recommend clipping toenails.
20. Also, don’t forget to clean ears!

21. I use the worlds greatest cat litter. It is made of corn here in Iowa. It is ok to flush it. This is
why I pay more for it. Very handy stuff. www.Chewy.com carries it cheapest & free shipping.

Scoop the litter daily, twice if possible .

22. I let My cats free eat with Royal Canin Persian kitten dry kibble all day long. Persians are
typically not over eaters. I feed canned meat as well once to twice a day depending on the cat.a
day. It is especially important to feed wet meat for male cats urological system. It can lessen the

chance of bladder crystals and stones.

23. I mix lysine , and a multivitamin in the wet food daily or I mix it with baby food chicken or
turkey. I also add a probiotic-proviable DC. Mix it all together. Yum Yum! The canned food is a
pate not chunks. I stir it well so it is moist and soft.

24. Bravecto is a prescription from your veterinarian. Bravecto is a flea, mite and other
ectoparasite medicine that I use. While it is marketed as every three months, our vet has us
treating with it every month when showing cats. This is safe. The medicine has a 14 day half life

and is marketed as providing protection for 30 days for mites and 3 months for ticks and fleas.
You apply it to the skin along the back of the neck and between the shoulder blades.

.
25. Royal Canin mama baby dry food is high calorie and helps kitties in stressful situations so
that they don’t get anorexic. It is like Doritos to cats. Use this food if your kitty is losing weight
and not eating well during the new home transition.
If you kitten won’t eat, try Gerber baby chicken or turkey jarred baby food.

26. Give fresh water to your Persian twice a day. Persians don’t drink water well due to their flat
faces. Wash the water bowl daily to prevent bacterial scum gathering on the bottom of the bowl.
Cats can become ill from this.n
26. Don’t forget to keep Your new kitty in Isolation if have other animals. Time is needed to
allow your new kitty to get acclimated to your other cats/ dogs. Never leave your new kitty with
other animals unattended until you know definitely that all animals are comfortable and
accepting of each other. I keep new cats in a separate room such as my bedroom away from all
of my cats for 4 weeks minimum. It is for everyone’s safety. Then slowly introduce Your new
kitty to the others. Go slow so they get used to each other.
27. Good Luck! Make sure that you take your kitty to your vet within 3 working days of your
kitten purchase to ensure that your health guarantee is active. Absolutely don’t give a feline
leukemia vaccination! This will void you health guarantee This is an unsafe vaccination.
28. Thank you ;)

